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On a ｾ･ｴｨｯ､ for Analyzing
Interconnections within Complex Systems
One of the problems that usually arises in dealing with
complex systems is what to do in a complicated network of infor-
mational, organizational, and other interconnections among the
･ ｬ ･ ｾ ･ ｮ ｴ ｳ of these systems.
I can refer the reader to the STAC Bulletin Nurober 3 of
July 16, 1976 where a hypothetical organizational structure of
IIASA is presented and where the Organization Task Force of the
Uncoordinated Management Committee advises us to use it as often
as possible [1].
An approach to facilitate using such complex network dia-
grams may be suggested. This approach is to aggregate a complex
multi-verticed graph of interconnections and then reduce it to
a simpler graph that will adequately describe the structure of
the whole complex graph. This simpler graph should have as
many vertices as is reasonable for the purposes of the users,
this number usually being sufficiently less than the original
number of vertices.
The vertices,pf this structural graph will actually be
subsets of the set of all vertices of the original graph, and
the arcs will represent bunches of arcs of the original graph.
The problem here is in the adequateness of the aggregated
representation. In [2], a criterion for measuring this adequate-
ness and a method for maximizing it is introduced.
In that article [2], interesting examples of ｾ ｰ ｰ ｬ ｩ ｣ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ
of this method--in psychology (testing compatibility of crew
members, attitudes in kindergartens), in economy (analyzing
product flows)--are given.
In [3] this method is applied to the organization of
information exchange in a large-scale scientific project.
In [4], an application of this method for the analysis of
information flows in cancer research using references in scien-
tific publications is presented.
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Further results in this direction may be found in [5].
* * *
As the graph of interrelations can be represented by its
matrix of adjacency, we shall study this adjacency matrix, A.
The essence of the method may be described easiest by an
example. Let us consider the system of interconnections ｦ ｲ ｯ ｾ
[1]. This is the following graph:
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If we enumerate the vertices of this graph, we can represent
it as its adjacency matrix having those elements which correspond
to rows and columns representing vertices linked together equal
to one.
So we have the main matrix, A. For simplicity, let all the
vertices of the. original graph be divided into four lists, B,
that do not intersect, i.e. list 1 consists of elements 1, ... ,n 1 ;
list 2 - of elements n 1+1, ... ,n2 ; ... ; list 4 - of elements
n 3+1, ... ,n 4 ·
Suppose that the lists have the linkage shown by the matrix
of structure f:
f =
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 b 0 1
or by the following graph:
In matrix f, "one" means that the elern.ents of the corre-
sponding lists are strongly interconnected.
The ideal matrix, H, of interconnections among the elements
should have horizontal and vertical ｳ ｴ ｲ ｩ ｰ ｾ corresponding to the
lists. The squares appearing as the result of intersections of
these strips correspond to the elements of the matrix r:
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In the ideal rnatrix 1 M, there naturally should be ones
in those squares that correspond to the elements of matrix f
equal to one, and there should be zeroes in those squares that
correspond to zero elements of matrix f:·
all all all all
ones zeroes zeroes zeroes
all all all all
zeroes 'ones zeroes ones
all all all all
zeroes zeroes ones zeroes
all all all all
zeroes zeroes zeroes ones
Now, if the elements have interconnections described with
matrix M, the aggregated structure of these elements (in list B)
ideally would be the matrix r.
When list B and the structure f are specified and the ideal
matrix H is- reconstructed, this matrix !1 usually will not coin-
cide with the main matrix A of really existing interconnections
among the elements.
We should introduce some measure of discrepancy between real
and ideal matrices of interconnections, A and M, correspondingly.
It is only natural to penalize for those ones in matrix A
that appear in squares where matrix M has all zeroes, or for
those zeroes in matrix A that appear in squares where matrix M
has all ones.
If a unit of such a penalty is one, then the sum of these ones
over the whole matrix A represents the measure of unlikeliness of
--the discrepancy bet\-reen--the real matrix A and the ic,eal rn.atrix ｲ ｾ Ｎ
Now, there are two ways to decrease this discrepancy:
(a) ｣ ｨ ｡ ｮ ｾ ･ the lists Bi
(b) change the structure r.
One way to change the lists is to recompile them so that
they intersect, i.e. to allow the elements to appear in more than
just one list.
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In doing this, the algorithms for the reconstruction of
the ideal matrix M Ｈｧｩｶ･ｾ lists B and the structure r), and
for the calculation of the amount of discrepancy become more
complicated.
To find the optimal distribution of the elements in the lists
and the optimal structure r, which correspond to the minimal un-
likeness of matrices A and ｲ ｾ Ｌ we should seek minima in two "dimen-
sions" -- (a) and (b).
Using different strategies in this search, we may arrive at
different local minima, which also depend on the initial ｳ ｴ ｲ ｵ ｣ ｴ ｵ ｲ ｾ
r and lists B .
o 0
This exarnDle deals with the simplest graphs of interconnections
--Ivithout weighted arcs--which can be described by a binary adja-
·cency matrix. When the interconnections have different strengths
(the arcs are weighted), the method should be modified. This
modified method is shortly described in [2].
* * *
The method described may be used in the analysis of various
problems in various research areas.
For example, this methodology may be helpful in analyzing:
a) various kinds of migration flows among different geo-
graphic regions;
b) the energy exchange among subsystems of large electric
power networks;
c) the flows of production ann trade on the global or
regional scale;
d) the information flows among the variety of directions
in scientific research, and especially links among in-
dividual scientists;
e) scheduling sections and participant lists for conferences
and workshops,
f) the psychology of grouping individual relations.
Of course this list Qay easily be expanded, and I imagine
that some points in it could be of interest to IIASA: this
methodology might provide an approach to the required inter-
face between the research areas within IIASA's matrix framework.
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